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                                                                5-MeO MIPT

±   50µg 12:30PM=[0:00] 2/27/81 ATS alert at [:45]?!? [1:00] something ? ± ?
    [2:00] horny, good ej. [2:30] nothing. Probably false ±.

±   100µg 10:15AM=[0:00] 3/2/81 ATS alert at [:45]? [1:00] aware? [1:45] probably
    nothing [3:15] definitely nothing. ±

-   200µg 12:40PM=[0:00] 3/5/81 ATS nothing.

-   400µg  1:00PM=[0:00] 3/9/81 ATS nothing.

±   800µg 10:40AM=[0:00] 3/17/81 ATS. possible ±, probable - 24 hrs post
    trampotamine this was in the outside, cool garden. Hard to evaluate effects.

+   1.5mg (later, +0.5mg) 2:00PM 3/19/81 ATS [0:15] off base-line? [0:33]
    something starts [0:50] real +; [1:25] easily arousable, no music, no fantasy,
    an easy +; [1:30] some dropping, supplement +0.5mg. Σ 2.0mg. [1:45] still
    dropping, to ±. [2:10] still arousable, barely ±; [3:00] nothing, Overall +

++  4.0mg 8:55PM=[0:00] 4/3/81 AP≡. aware [:20];[:35] to >+ [1:00] honest ++.
    absolutely no visual, but to [3:00] increasing ease of fantasy (not retinal but
    introspective, hypnopompic) and easy eroticism - both erectile & ej. mechanisms
    intact. Good tasting [with] foods at [4:00] but not much appetite - still not
    baseline (~+) and AP >+. Some wine, easy, normal sleep. Good spirits and energy
    in AM. ++

+++ 6.0mg 9:00PM=[0:00] 5/16/81 AP≡. Aware [:15] start [:20] (ATS, 2 glasses
    wine & banana at [-3 to -2] [:30] hint of time slowing - rapid development
    to [:45] some shakes - indications in handwriting. Extremely erotic - Max
    plateau ~+++ to ~[2:30] then graceful, depleted drop. To + at [3:00] - easy,
    restful sleep. Absolutely no visual, or related sensory effects, no fantasy -
    what does one call this stoned state? Very pleasant, music extremely
    acceptable, tactile extraordinary. Feeling that higher dosages would not
    contribute any more. Settle on 4-6mg as active dose range. 
                                                            
++  5mg 6:40PM=[0:00]; AP GC ≡ 9/28/81 - alert at [:20],     TY, Davis x @ 5mg
    start at [:30], strange at [:40]. Slightly gray,         v.stoned, no visual
    stoned, [with] value or sensory. fairly rapid drop at    drop at [3]. Early
    [2:00] and quite out at [3]. No reward - why bother.     august 1981.
    Overall ++. 2-CB @ -[48].


